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plenty of the snow that is imped-
ing your movement with your
winter boots, snowbrush, even
your tire jacking tools. 

Here’s another tip, especially if
the car only weighs 895 kg; rock it
(in Neutral, of course). It helps to
loosen up the snow that’s blocking
you underneath. Make sure that
you have disabled your traction
control system. 

Achieving motion in snow pack
needs some level of wheelspin.
Traction control systems can
make your chances of exit next to
nil, arresting the wheelspin, and
in many cases, the amount of
throttle input available. 

Once you’ve cleared away as
much snow as possible, its time to
assess your escape route. For this
particular back lane, the Forward
route was out. This is where it can
get a little tricky. 

Reverse is, by its very nature, a
low gear. There's no upshift gear

choice on a Mitsubishi Mirage in
Reverse, which means the max
amount of torque will be applied.
That means a running start. 

After kicking away a car’s
length of snow in front, the
Mirage was pulled forward (in
Second gear, to minimize
wheelspin) while similar snow-
moving dance steps were used at
the rear of the vehicle.

To back out of this intentional
mess, start with your exterior
mirrors. High-end vehicles often
employ an automatic feature

when placed in Reverse, which
tips the exterior mirror pane(s)
down, which is mighty handy for
finding the curb, or the parking
space lines. 

Adjust your driver’s-side exteri-
or mirror in the same manner,
ensuring that you can follow the
track you came in on.

You’ll need to back out at a
reasonable speed, with the added
challenge of monitoring the side
mirror and the rear-view mirror.
(You need to ensure that no one
else is about to make the same

mistake you did and enter the
lane.) Keep steering inputs as
minimal as possible, since all it
takes is too much input and you’re
stuck all over again.

This stuck story does come with
a happy ending, thanks to this
pinch hitter. No tow charges, no
vehicle damage. 

As extreme as the method was,
I have yet to experience an ad-
vanced winter driving course that
teaches self-extrication. 

For Canadians, that’s a self-help
program we can all get behind. 
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that the brakes on the model
you’re considering perform
strongly.

Your local Nissan mechanic will
be familiar with the leaking mas-
ter cylinder problem and able to
diagnose it quickly if you not any
issues.

Have tires and brake pads/
rotors inspected for signs of wear,
and have the underside of the
Altima inspected for fluid leaks,
which aren’t common but could
be evidence of a problem. 

Budget for a full fluid change if
you’re uncertain of the service
history of the used Altima you’re

considering. Opting for a high-
end Altima model? Be sure to
ensure its features, including
automatic climate control, power
seats and navigation work as
expected. 

On any model, inspect the
dashboard carefully for signs of
cracking. 

The verdict: Despite a few
fairly concentrated issues, the
last-generation Altima seems to
be a fairly solid used-car bet,
especially if it checks out with a
mechanic ahead of your purchase. 

A manual-equipped four-cylin-
der sedan will be the least expens-
ive to run while delivering an
appreciable blend of comfort,
space and performance. The 2011 Nissan Altima. MIKE DITZ
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When people buy a vehicle, there
are extras they can add on to the
purchase. For some reason, ser-
vices such as undercoating, fabric
protection and paint protection
have undeservedly developed a
reputation as being a cash grab for
the dealership. 

The reality is that these services
help protect a vehicle and en-
hance its resale value, all at a
modest cost. So, what exactly are
these services?

Undercoating is an anti-rust
product sprayed on a vehicle’s
underbody, as well as inside the
panels of the vehicle to help pro-
tect it against destructive road
salt.

While people can purchase
undercoating services from a
third-party provider, there are
some advantages to doing it at the
time of sale from a dealership,
says Mark Mosher, dealer prin-
cipal at Mosher Motors Limited
in Bridgewater.

One advantage is the cost of the
service can be incorporated into
the vehicle’s monthly payment,
thereby making it more affordable
than paying a lump sum.

A second reason is the war-
ranty. At Mosher Motors, the
warranty for undercoating on a
new vehicle lasts for as long as
you own the vehicle. As part of
this, customers are required to
bring in the vehicle once a year.

“That gets inspected by us

every year to ensure everything is
fine,” says Mosher.

If parts of the vehicle need to
have the undercoating re-applied,
this is done free of charge.

One thing people should look
into is whether the undercoating
uses water or solvent-based
products. Water-based products
are more environmentally friendly
and better for people who have
scent sensitivities.

“You don’t get that smell and
odour with a water-based
product,” says Mosher, noting
Mosher Motors uses water-based
products for undercoating.

Fabric protection consists of a
spray applied to the fabric and
carpets inside a vehicle to help
prevent any stains from settling
in. 

Fabric protection also works on
leather seats, where it has an
added benefit.

“It adds some moisture, so you
don’t get cracking,” says Mosher.

He says fabric protection is a
good fit for people with children
or pets. As well, it is a good ser-
vice to have performed on a
leased vehicle as it will help en-
sure the vehicle meets the needed
cleanliness standards once it is
returned.

One final option is paint protec-
tion, which is a wax-like sealant
applied to a vehicle’s paint job to
help prevent it from things such as
road salt, acid rain and bird drop-
pings. 

Paint protection is an excellent
option for people who take pride
in their vehicle’s appearance as it
will help give the paint job a bet-

ter shine and it makes cleaning
the vehicle easier. 

It is a good option for darker-
coloured vehicles, especially when
combined with the negative ef-
fects bird droppings normally
have on a vehicle.

“A lot of times, bird droppings
on a vehicle without paint protec-
tion will etch into the clear coat
and leave a spot,” says Robert
Dye, the sales manager at Mosher
Motors.

Mosher says when salespeople
are able to explain these services
in detail to people, they are much
more receptive to them.

FUEL CONSUMPTION LABELS
TO BE UPDATED
When purchasing a vehicle, fuel
efficiency is an important consid-
eration for most people. Not sur-
prisingly, if a vehicle doesn’t get
the fuel efficiency people are
hoping for, it is both disappointing
and costly to the driver.

There is good news on this
topic as the tests used to determ-
ine a vehicle’s fuel efficiency are
being updated to be more in line
with everyday driving conditions.

At present, the testing cycles
used are a city test and a highway
test, which is something known as
two-cycle testing. Sometime “in
the near future,” the testing will
be expanded to five cycles, says
Natural Resources Canada (NR-
Can) spokesperson Jacinthe Per-
ras in an e-mail.

The three additional test cycles
will “account for cold temperature
operation, air conditioner usage,
and higher speeds with more
rapid acceleration and braking,”
says NRCan’s website.

This change in testing will 

Fabric protection is one way you can keep your ride looking new while enhancing its resale value. PORSCHE

Protecting your vehicle
Services such as undercoating, paint
protection also help add resale value
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On Monday, the automotive New
Year gets off to a quick start with
the North American International
Auto Show in Detroit, which runs
Jan. 13 to 26. 

It is an opportunity for manu-
facturers to showcase new models
and prototypes for the future and
this year will mark the 25th an-
niversary of the show. 

New technology used to mean
body styling, powertrain and
comfort-related features. 

Today, the computer techno-
logy found in vehicles is another
highly sought-after feature.

However, the use of wireless
technology has raised concerns
about potential cyber security
threats, such as hackers remotely
accessing control of a vehicle.

The Alliance of Automobile
Manufacturers and the Associ-
ation of Global Automakers, both
located in the U.S., represent 25
major automakers that sell nearly
all the cars on U.S. roads. 

Both associations recognize the
importance of protecting vehicles
and customers from cyber threats
and privacy invasions. 

The associations recently stated
the industry is making vehicle
cyber security a top priority.

Currently, automakers isolate
vehicle control systems from
communication-based functions
like navigation systems and satel-
lite radio to prevent hacking. 

As vehicles become more integ-
rated with wireless technology,
this development will lead to
more avenues through which a
hacker could introduce malicious
programming code into vehicle
computer systems.

“Auto engineers are incorporat-

ing security solutions into vehicles
from the first stages of design and
production, and their security
testing never stops,” says an in-
formation document found on the
Alliance of Automobile Manufac-
turers’ website.

To enhance vehicle security
features, the Alliance says some
of the steps automakers are taking
include:

•Using proven security tech-
niques to help prevent unauthor-
ized access to software. As well,
software updates require special
codes.

•Auto engineers use threat
modelling and simulated attacks
with the latest methods to test
security and to help design con-
trols to enhance data integrity.

People can rest assured the auto
industry is being proactive about
this very serious issue and is de-
voting the time and care to it that
the situation requires.

John K. Sutherland is executive vice
president of the Nova Scotia 
Automobile Dealers Association. 
jsutherland@pathfindergroup.com

Automakers making vehicle
cyber security a top priority
JOHN K. SUTHERLAND

The auto industry recognizes
the importance of protecting
vehicles and customers from
cyber threats and privacy
invasions. 123RF


